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About This Content
2026 AD.
One year passed since aliens invaded planet Earth. These monsters have captured large districts of the Earth surface, and now all
the humanity arises against them.
Among secret government research projects there’s a virus which can help people survive and avoid total annihilation.
You must get into the secret research-and-development center and save the virus. Yes, save the virus, because it’s in danger
now...
In the new part of the game:
- 5 new missions, put together in a plot line
- vivid prehistory
- even larger crowds of monsters to wipe out before you reach the goal
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Sigma Team Inc.
Publisher:
Sigma Team Inc.
Franchise:
Alien Shooter
Release Date: 2 Sep, 2004
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Click the ingame menu, search studio 54 disco music on the youtube popup, press play to a 50+ playlist and dance the night
away with the hot chick with black hair, short skirt and black stockings on the dance floor. Just push her gym bunny boyfriend
out of the way (well stand in his place in any case)
Add more people, flashing squares dance floor and light effects of the disco ball you have a winner. Oh and access to the
bathrooms and all the blow!. The game is cool, very simple, so it's easy to learn but not that easy to masterize.
PS: Best trading cards titles.. Classic FPS action. Wallguy and I built a lot of our Higher Education around this game!. This
game has the potential to be a good game , but it has few key features that are missing and are holding it back from being the
game you would want to play.
lets start with the pros:
1. the art in the game is unique and very nice to look at
2. the controlls are fairly easy and make sense (i play on the keyboard)
3. one piece of music in the game is enjoyable (for the first couple of minutes)
cons :
1. as it is now the game is VERY repetitive : you would change game modes and levels and it is always the same
2. the only piece of music in the game repeats it self in a loop and becomes very annoying and monotonic.
3. there is one and only objective in the game and it is to capture orbs in order to maintain your fuel level (it gets boring after
couple of minutes)
4. does not have gamepad compatibility (xbox 360 controller)
With all that said i feel that this game has potential to be a good game because it has the unique are style and it is easy to play
What i would want to see from this game in the future:
1. more levels and would expect someting new for each level (so it would be interesting to play).
2. more pieces of music to make game experience more compeling.
3. more game mode with different objectives.
4. gamepad compatibility
in conclusion :
I give this game the thumbs up for the art but i would say wait with this game and buy it when it has more features ..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game dont even buy u cant use this
umlimited fix ur \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ign mountains cant even climb
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Best Unity 4 Tutorial series.. The most hard boiled character in the entire series.. While not the most amazing or well made
game out there, I would say this game is actually fairly well done, all things considered.
Sound wise, there is nothing whatsoever; no sounds, no music. Interface is minimal, and there is no options menu. You get to
pick from playing fields of varying complexity, and have to match spheres in 3D space, which is harder than it sounds. One
thing this does differently is that a sphere can only move to make a match if there is an ajacent sphere to switch with, leading to
cases where in most games you could make a match, but in this game you can't because the ball doesn't have another one to
switch with.
There is a hint system, which shrinks all balls down to show a possible match; however it does this regardless of if you can
actually MAKE said match, for example often showing a match that cannot be made because if being buried in the playing field,
thus requiring other matches to be made first to get to it. When this happens it renders the hint system useless, as it will continue
to show that same match until it is made. It also fines you 100 pts per hint, yet on the larger maps the hints are pretty much
required. There is a planet in perpetual orbit, which appears to be the earth, and when a match is made the balls shrink and fly to
orbit the planet, which I thought was a nice touch.
Another flaw which is not major, but rather off putting, is that the pink ball is semi-transparent, wheras all the other balls are
solid. The game goes on until no more matches an be made, in which case a big bang icon on the bottom of the screen will start
to flash; this icon can be clicked on at anytime to end the game if you get bored, or when the game is over, causing all remaining
balls to fly towards the planet. There seems to be a bug at the end where the earth started shrinking in increments, only to go
back to full size moments later. after doing this a few times the resulting resizing caused all of the orbiting balls to be violently
flung off into space, after which it didn't change sizes anymore. it only seems to happen on the largest map setting, and it's
actually an enjoyable thing to see, so I classify it more as a feature than a bug
All in all a rather simplistic, but enjoyable take on the genre, and definitely worth the price!. The stand alone mission,
\u201cJoint Venture\u201d which comes with this DLC is highly enjoyable to play with. Highly recommend to the hardcore
Tropico fan.. So, this game is a space shooter with VN elements.
It's also\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 let me say that right away.
The gameplay is total\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 your ship moves like a paraplegic with a broken wheelchair and
your weapons are about as powerful as a wet cough. The choosable waifu sub weapons don't really help much either
The selling point of the game, the story, is badly written, with spelling mistakes and poor grammar in it.
There are no sound effects, just the background music which isn't bad, but when it's all you hear, it really does get annoying.
The other thing that this game does is the lives system. When you die, your chosen waifu loses a bit of clothing, nothing too
risque, they just end up in their underwear by the last life.
Sadly, even this was ultimately disappointing and could not redeem the game.
Overall, I would give this a 2\/10, playable but not for long.
. Best ragequitting sim I've ever played.. Game with Amazing Soundtrack! I love it! <3
Thanks a lot! ^^. Pretty fun game, my only complaint is that i find many people with mods or hacks.. Classical retro shooter
with nice graphics and cool gameplay.
The game can be a bit hard, which is good for people that actually like a challenge.
Sweet game!
. Good Potential... But, unfinished. Needs more work.
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